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ABSTRACT

Land abandonment along with land fragmentation are the main problems of agriculture development in the Municipality of Pogradec. This process took start after 1990, because of socio-economic changes that happened in this year. Even after 25 years since that time abandonment of land is very widespread as a result of many factors. Economy of this area is oriented in tertiary sector and little attention is headed toward agriculture. Land fragmentation, lack of mechanized tools to tenure the land and low productivity of arable land in mountainous reliefs, caused a mass abandonment of land and rural settlements. Even today risk of land abandonment is high, because revenues from agriculture are very low and cost of production is high. It’s important to study factors and impacts of this phenomenon in order to take proper measures to manage it. Land abandonment causes environmental and economic problems, but sometimes it has positive effects like reforestation. Considering that in Albania unemployment is high, state can promote agriculture sector, in this way a lot of people would raise their revenues and would take better care about land. Purpose of this paper is to define causes, impacts and management of abandoned lands in the Municipality of Pogradec.
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INTRODUCTION

Land abandonment is a great problem in all the Europe, but most expressed is in the Eastern European states, as a result of social-economic changes that they experienced after 1990. Estimates have shown that amount of land that might be abandoned until 2030 is about 6.7% of total arable land in E.U. this percentage might be higher in non E.U counties like Albania, because the lack of state support in Agriculture production, a large number of farms might close in the future. Size of arable land in Albania has declined from 0.26 hectares per person in 1961 to 0.21 hectares per person in 2013. There are not full data of land abandonment in the Municipality of Pogradec, but I have data about administrative units of Trebinja a mountainous place and Buçimas and Udënishi administrative units that are flat regions. In Trebinja administrative unit amount of abandoned land is 44%. In Buçimas and Udënishi administrative units 30.5% of arable land is abandoned. There is difference between areas within the municipality territory, but in general percentage of abandonment is very high.
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Municipality of Pogradec is located in southeast of Albania in southeastern Europe, between coordinates 40°, 50’ North and 20°, 30’ East. It has a surface of 548 square kilometers and a population of 71000 inhabitants. Relief is mainly mountainous, but some small fields are located around Lake Ohrid and Çërrava administrative unit. Highest mountain is Valamara 2373 meters. Climate is Mediterranean and the average temperature is 11.6°C. In this area are several water streams that flow into the lake Ohrid and River of Shkumbin, which springs at protected area of Nika’s Stone. Vegetation is very diverse, because of large differences in relief and it’s made of oaks, beech, firs and alpine pastures. Most frequent wild life animals that are found here are bears, wolves, foxes, hares, squirrels and wild goats.

FACTOR OF LAND ABANDONMENT

Land abandonment is related mainly with agriculture problem, but there are other factors like land policy and land inheritance, that have a major impact. In the Municipality of Pogradec the main factors that have determined the large amount of land abandonment are: Socio-economic changes, land fragmentation, ownership of the land and lack of machineries used in agriculture.

Social economic changes after 1990 are the main factors that have created the largest area of abandonment land. Newly opened agricultural land, created in the communism period as a result of self-sustaining economy, were abandoned. People were so angry with that system that they destroy even the plantation of grapes, apples and irrigation system. Old mechanical working tools like tractors were old. Fabrics of fertilizer in western Albania were closed. This situation rise the cost of Agricultural production and people abandoned agriculture and were oriented toward tertiary sector or emigrated in other countries. In this situation high altitude lands were abandoned, and were left in production only the land within the rural settlements. Another factor was large emigration from rural areas, into urban areas, mainly in Pogradec town and a lot of arable lands in Mokra area were abandoned. Today the agriculture is becoming an important sector of economy, but a lot of land surface is still abandoned. Surface of arable land has risen with only 1000 hectares from 2008 to 2015.

High fragmentations of land properties. Average size of farms in European Union it is 16.1 hectares. In the Municipality of Pogradec average farm size is 3.9 hectares. Land fragmentation is high as a result of traditional way of inheriting land. So the land has to be divided equally to all sons of a farm family. Along the generations this way has badly
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fragmented land. A way to regulate this problem is to exchange properties that are far with the ones next to owner parcels to rise surface of parcel. Even in flat regions of Buçimas and Çërrava land is fragmented, because of 7501 law that has divided land according to the number of members in a family. As a result land is divided in small parcels about 0.1 ha.

**Problems with ownership of the land** are a major problem for agriculture development, because some properties are claimed by two different owners. The ones are the owners who legally have the land with certificate from 1944 and the others are the new owners that have claimed the land from 7501 law in 1991. This has created confusion and has halted investments on those lands. In rural area of Mokra the land is divided according to 1944 land certificates, but there are problems of ownership in Buçimas and Çërrava fields. State is trying to compensate the old land owners, but this process is going very slowly.

**Lack of necessary mechanical tools in agriculture** is another problem that causes low productivity of the land and leads to its abandonment. In mountainous area of Mokra largest parts of lands are worked in the traditional ways without mechanized tools. Even in flat areas as a result of lack of the state subsidizes, the cost of land labor with mechanical tools is high. Number of machineries per 100 square kilometers has risen from 67 in 1961 to 121 in 2008.11

**IMPACTS OF LAND ABANDONMENT**

Impacts of land abandonment are evident in a great scale in environment issues, but in the future they might impact even society. Impacts are negative like land degradation and positive like reforestation. Some of the major impacts, that are evident in Municipality of Pogradec, are as below.

**Loss of cultural landscapes** is related with land and rural abandonment. Population of the rural settlements in Mokra region is reduced drastically as result of emigration. Traditional rural landscape with traditional village houses and fertile agriculture lands is changed with pastures and damaged abandoned houses. Low number of inhabitants remained in those villages is low and that has caused a lack in infrastructure investments, forcing even the remained ones to leave.

**Environmental problems.** Erosion is a very widespread process, because new arable lands were open by deforestation in areas were vegetation recover with difficulties like poor soils or high altitudes. Those lands were left prone to erosion, because they were state properties and no one claimed them. The state didn’t intervene to reforest them. Annually 20-30 ton soil in year per hectare is eroded in Albania13 and a large amount is generated in abandoned lands. Landslides and desertification are very common on these lands, creating environmental problems and risks humans life.
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Social problems are creating as result of rural abandonment and high unemployment in the Pogradeci town. People living in villages, who have unclaimed their lands, are treated with state assistance and that cost it a lot of money. If state would have subsidized agriculture, people would have worked in their land and unemployment would have been lower.

Wild fires. Abandonment lands are covered full of grass and bushes that can light easily in the dry periods, causing a lot of fires.\textsuperscript{14} Largest number of them is registered on Plloça hills and in pastures of Shulleri in Valamara Mountain. In Plloça hills fires are lighted to enlarge urban areas and in Valamara Mountain to enlarge pastures.

MANAGEMENT OF ABANDONED LAND

Best way to manage abandoned land is reforestation. There is passive reforestation, when shrubs or plants are grown naturally or active reforestation when the plants are planted by humans to protect land.\textsuperscript{15} Passive reforestation is seen in Plloça hills and in western side of lake Ohrid. Active reforestation is not very widespread, because the state or municipality funds have been very low and only some hectares with pines had been planted on the “Mali i Qytetit” near the border with Macedonia. Half of the territory of the Municipality of Pogradec has been named a “Transboundary Biosphere Reserve” and is now under the UNESCO Protection.\textsuperscript{16} This will increase state investments for land and biodiversity protection in this area. Another way is to put a land tax for people who haven’t worked the land for a period longer than ten years.\textsuperscript{17} In Albania is a tax for the arable land, but it should be reduced, in contrary Albanian parliament should vote a law to put a tax for long time abandoned land, or people should left their land ownership to the state and don’t pay the tax, with the purposes that land will be taken by other farmer which will use them. It is important to register all the arable lands in this municipality and after this to be determined, which are
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rich and which are poor soils. Lands with high productivity should be used for agriculture production and poor soils to be changed in pastures or to turn into forests.18 Most of agricultural production is made of cereal and animal foods and in a small area in Çërrava field, agriculture is oriented towards the fruit-growing. According to state agriculture strategy, agriculture should be oriented in fruit-growing, because cereals have lower production and high cost.

CONCLUSIONS

Land abandonment is very widespread and a large amount of arable land has been abandoned after 1990 and in some part of this area 44% of agriculture land has been abandoned. Main factor that have determined this process are; social-economic changes, high fragmentation of land, low number of agriculture machineries and problems with ownership of the land. Larger impacts are noticed in environment issues like; erosion, landslides and land degradation. Reforestation has a positive impact, because it turns abandoned lands into their natural condition and has great impacts in the biodiversity of an area. To manage land abandonment, first we have to solve problems of agriculture. There are several ways to manage abandoned land, but there should be cooperation among; central government, municipality’s authorities and farmers, that these measures take effects. Better solutions are that poor lands in mountains area should be reforested or turn into pastures and agriculture should be promoted in rich soils.
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